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Abstract— As device technology continues to scale past 65nm,
the heavy application of resolution enhancement techniques (RET)
makes the complexity, run time and quality issues in mask data
preparation (MDP) grow severely. As one major and core step
in MDP, polygon partitioning converts the complex layout shapes
into trapezoids suitable for mask writing. The partitioning run
time and quality of the resulting polygon partitions directly im-
pacts the cost, integrity, and quality of the written mask. In this
work, we introduce an innovative approach to solve the polygon
partition problem by constructing a variant Steiner minimal tree:
minimal partition tree (MPT). We prove the equivalence between
MPT and the optimal polygon partition. Also, the solution search
space for MPT is further reduced for the efficiency of the MPT al-
gorithms. Finally, a generic MPT algorithm flow and a linear-time
heuristic algorithm based on it are proposed. Experiments show
that MPT solves the polygon partitioning with very promising and
high quality results.

I. INTRODUCTION

The application of Steiner tree based algorithms have been
widely used in many EDA areas, especially in physical design.
Researches have accomplished many efficient heuristic and ex-
act solutions, [1–4]. In this paper, we apply Steiner minimal tree
approach to another EDA field, Mask Data Preparation (MDP),
to solve the polygon partitioning problem.

VLSI masks are written by electron beams with either one of
the two mask writing varieties: Raster mask or variable shaped
beam (VSB) mask. One core step for mask data preparation
(MDP) is to fracture the polygons of the data of a design into
either rectangles or parallel-axis trapezoids in the most general
case. With the VLSI technology scaling down deep into the
nano meter era, complexity and quality issues for MDP have
grown dramatically in severity. This is due to the ever de-
creasing dimension of the layout objects and to the application
of more aggressive RET. Therefore, guaranteeing high quality
polygon partition results for modern designs is becoming in-
creasingly difficult.

Traditionally, people applied cut line based heuristics to
solve the polygon partitioning problem [5–7]. The use of
these heuristics implies going through a cycle of local cut line
evaluation, correction, and re-evaluation. However, the ever-
increasing demand for a high quality of partitions dictates a big
improvement from current algorithms. For example, the main

criteria for a high quality polygon partition are: to minimize
the number of small unprintable geometries known as slivers,
to minimize the exposed boundary length of such slivers, and to
avoid CD (critical dimension) slicing [8]. Meeting all those cri-
teria in current cut line based heuristics is becoming harder and
the algorithms used are frequently trapped in achieving local
optima. Additionally, each cut line based heuristic is designed
and tailored toward a specific optimization objective such as
minimizing the cut line length, or minimizing the figure count,
and so on. If the need to change one or more objectives arises
the whole algorithm has to be completely changed. The flexibil-
ity and portability to such changes of objective for classical al-
gorithms are low. Furthermore, memory demands and runtime
limitations imposes restrictions on the use of more powerful cut
line based standard algorithms.

In this paper, we propose an innovative approach for solv-
ing the polygon partitioning problem by formulating a variant
Steiner minimal tree which is referred to from here on as the
minimal partition tree (MPT). Comparing MPT to traditional
approaches, this new approach offers a global and systematic al-
gorithm for obtaining an optimal solution. Besides, since MPT
inherits a solid theoretical foundation from existing Steiner tree
researches, there are several mature and efficient algorithms
available that can be applied to solve the reformulated Steiner
tree problem. Furthermore, in our generic MPT optimization
framework, changing optimization objectives is an easy task
and does not imply changing algorithms. An example would
be that if the objective is changed from minimizing the total
cut length to minimizing the maximum cut length, the variant
Steiner tree can simply be switched from a Steiner minimal tree
to a min-max Steiner tree. In summary, the key contributions of
the proposed work are:

1. A new approach for solving the polygon partitioning prob-
lem is introduced by formulating a variant Steiner minimal
tree, MPT.

2. A generic algorithm and flow for solving MPT and a linear
time heuristic based on it is proposed.

3. A guidance for reducing the size of the solution search
space of to improve the efficiency of the new Steiner tree
problem is provided.

4. The theoretic and algorithmic foundation of the proposed
approach may serve as the basis of applying other Steiner
tree algorithms to the polygon partitioning problem.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly
introduce some preliminaries related to the rectangular polygon
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partitioning problem. In Section III, a variant Steiner tree is for-
mulated to solve the rectangular polygon partitioning problem.
In Section IV, the solution search space for the MPT problem
is analyzed and its size is reduced. A heuristic algorithm for
solving MPT is introduced in details in Section V. Then in Sec-
tion VI experimental results are shown to demonstrate the qual-
ity of partition provided by the proposed algorithm. Finally, we
summarize our work in Section VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In most designs the vast majority of the layout objects have
rectilinear boundaries. Hence the rectilinear polygon partition-
ing problem is the main focus of this work. In this paper, for
simplicity of presentation, the word “polygon” always refers to
“rectilinear polygon”. The proposed work in this paper can be
applied to any rectilinear polygon, with or without holes. To
keep the illustrations simple we use rectilinear no-hole polygon
only. Extension to the “with-hole” case is straightforward.

A. Terminologies of Polygon Partitioning
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Fig. 1. Partitioning on rectilinear polygon. The dashed lines partition the
polygon into a certain number of rectangles.

The terms introduced in this section are all illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. The polygon in the figure is a rectilinear polygon, which
is defined to be a polygon with all the boundaries being axis
parallel. An inflection vertex (or I-vertex for short) of a rec-
tilinear polygon is a concave vertex where its internal angle is
270-degree, such as the points a, b, c, d and e in the figure.
Rectangular partitioning on the polygon is to divide the poly-
gon into a set of disjoint rectangles whose union equals to the
polygon, such as the rectangles separated by the dashed lines in
the figure. The cut lines are the maximum line segments across
the polygon interior that divide the polygon into rectangles. The
endpoints of a cut line can only be either on boundaries or on
other cut lines. In Figure 1, āf , ās, ēg, b̄c and c̄d are examples
of cut lines; while ḡs and ēs are not because they are not the
maximum line segments. If a cut line has both I-vertex end-
points then it is called a chord, such as b̄c and c̄d. Otherwise
the cut line is a cutting ray, such as āf , ās and ēg. Draw
cutting rays from every I-vertex in two directions toward the

polygon interior; they will intersect the closest polygon bound-
ary. The intersection points are called ray crossing vertices
or R-vertices for short, such as the points f and g in the fig-
ure. Therefore, every inflection vertex has two corresponding
R-vertices: one generated by a horizontal cut ray and one by
a vertical cut ray. Each inflection vertex is called the parent
I-vertex of the two R-vertices generated from it.

In polygon partitioning, the cut lines rather than the rectan-
gles are critical components for problem formulation. All the
cut lines, the endpoints and the intersecting points of these cut
lines form a graph which is called a partition graph (or par-
tition in short). The cost of a partition is generally measured
by the total cut line length. If the graph has no cycles, the cor-
responding partition is referred to as a acyclic partition; other-
wise the graph-corresponding partition is referred to as a cyclic
partition. More particularly, an anchored partition is defined
as a partition with each of its cut lines having at least one end-
point being an inflection vertex.

B. MCLRP: Minimum Cut Length Rectangular Partition

A general used objective for rectangular partitioning is to
make the final partitioned rectangles as close to squares as pos-
sible [9]. In other words, the objective is to have the aspect ratio
of the partitioned rectangles as close to one as possible. This ob-
jective is equivalent to minimizing the total cut line length [9]
of a partition, which is traditionally formulated as minimum
cut length rectangular partition (MCLRP) problem. This is
the optimization problem to be solved in this paper.

The MCLRP for a given polygon is not necessarily unique.
In [10], it is proved that there always exist an MCLRP as an
anchored partition, i.e. a partition with all cut lines anchored
on inflection vertices. Hence without any loss of generality we
only need to focus on the anchored MCLRP. Since an MCLRP
has the minimal total cut line length among all the possible par-
titions, its cut length is minimal among all the anchored parti-
tions as well. Therefore, it is sufficient to study only the set of
anchored partitions for the optimal anchored MCLRP. For sim-
plicity, throughout this paper, an MCLRP refers to a anchored
MCLRP and a partition refers to an anchored rectangular parti-
tion. The anchored MCLRP has an important property stated in
the following Theorem which will be used in subsequent sec-
tions.

Theorem II.1 In a polygon’s MCLRP, each inflection vertex of
the polygon must have one and only one cut line, unless it has
two chords.

Proof. In an MCLRP of a polygon, if there are two cut lines
originated from the same inflection vertex, at least one of them
must be movable unless the two cut lines are both chords. A
movable edge in a partition is by definition able to be moved
by a non-zero distance toward either side in the orthogonal di-
rections without affecting the validity of the partition. For ex-
ample, in Figure 1, ās or āf is movable; while c̄b and c̄d are
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not movable because they are chords. The movable edge can
be moved until it overlaps with the polygon boundary or an-
other cut line, which will lead to a reduction in the total cut line
length. This contradicts with the definition of an MCLRP.

�

The statement above gives us an introductory grasp for the
rectangular partitioning problem. In the next section we will
present a novel approach to solve this problem. The approach
is based on a variant Steiner tree formulation.

III. A VARIANT STEINER MINIMAL TREE: MINIMAL

PARTITION TREE (MPT)

The Steiner tree problem has been intensively studied for
decades and there have been many efficient and mature algo-
rithms proposed [1–3] with good suboptimal solutions and fast
runtime approximations (sub quadratic complexity). In Steiner
tree problem, rectilinear Steiner minimal tree (SMT) is used to
minimize the total Manhattan wire length connecting the tree
terminals. In the partitioning problem, MCLRP solution should
minimize the total cut line length. These two problems are very
closely related. Solving the MCLRP problem with Steiner tree
based approach can bring in many mature and efficient algo-
rithms from Steiner tree researches to solve the partitioning
problem. More important, Steiner tree approach enables us
to optimize in global view, and avoid re-evaluation of the tree
edges again and again. In addition, the Steiner tree approach al-
lows easy change to other objectives. For example, if the objec-
tive of partitioning is changed from MCLRP to minimizing the
maximum cut length rather than total cut line length, the vari-
ant Steiner tree can be switched to be based on min-max Steiner
tree. Furthermore, The Steiner tree based algorithms have clear
data structure and presentation, hence the implementation is
easier and the algorithms can be made very efficient. Motivated
by the those benefits, we formulate a variant of Steiner minimal
tree, denoted as MPT, to solve the MCLRP problem.

A. Formulation of MPT

The tree to be formulated is constructed on the Hana grid
on a polygon (HGP), which is defined as the Hana grids [11]
originated from all the polygon vertices and bounded by the
polygon. Hence both the portions of the grid lines that are com-
pletely interior to the polygon and the polygon boundary lines
are included in HGP. The edges that are not overlapped with
polygon boundaries are referred to as cut-state edges or edges
in cut-state.

Since MCLRP has all the cut lines anchored on polygon in-
flection vertices, it follows that all its cut lines lie on the above
defined HGP. Therefore, it is sufficient to search through all the
partitions on HGP for MCLRP. The variant Steiner tree to solve
the MCLRP problem is formulated as an MPT.

Definition III.1 Minimal Partition Tree Problem (MPT):
Given a rectilinear polygon, it has the I-vertex set I and R-
vertex set R. Using the points in I ∪ R as terminals we build
a rectilinear Steiner tree on the HGP of the polygon connect-
ing these I-vertices and R-vertices subject to the special cost
formulation and additional constraints listed as follows:

1. The tree edge cost between any two connected vertices is
defined as the non-boundary portion of the rectilinear dis-
tance between the two points. That is, the tree edge over-
lapping with the polygon boundary has a zero-cost;

2. The tree has no L-shapes (which is defined as a group of
two orthogonal tree edges connected by a degree-2 ver-
tex);

3. Every I-vertex must have at least one edge in cut-state.

The above formulated rectilinear Steiner tree is defined as a
partition tree (PT). The rectilinear Steiner minimal tree in the
set of PTs is the minimal partition tree (MPT).

B. Equivalence between MPT and MCLRP

In this subsection, we will prove that the above formulated
MPT is equivalent to MCLRP on HGP if the MCLRP is an
acyclic partition. Hence solving the MPT problem can lead us
the optimal partition solution MCLRP that we need. Toward
the end of the subsection, we will discuss solutions to the other
cases when the MCLRP is cyclic type.

Lemma III.1 A partition tree (PT) on the HGP of a given poly-
gon is equivalent to an acyclic partition on the HGP of the poly-
gon.

Proof. (=⇒) A PT corresponds to an acyclic partition on
HGP with same cost. From the formulation of PT defined in
Definition III.1, all the tree edges of PT are either completely
inside the given polygon or on the polygon boundary. The PT
edges that are completely inside the polygon divide the polygon
interior into a certain number of closed sub regions. Because
there is no L-shape and each of the polygon vertex must have at
least one cut line, all sub regions have only 90-degree corners
in the interior of polygon. Meanwhile, the non-inflection ver-
tices of the polygon are 90-degree as well. Hence all the closed
sub regions that compose of the partition of the given polygon
are rectangles. which forms a rectangular partition on HGP. Be-
cause the PT edges on the polygon boundaries have zero cost,
the PT and the resulting partition have the same cost.

(⇐=) An acyclic partition on HGP corresponds to a PT
with same cost. Let G1 be the graph that the cut lines of the
partition forms on HGP and R1 (R1 ⊆ R) be the set of the R-
vertices in G1. Firstly, G1 must includes all the I-vertices of
the polygon. Otherwise, the cut lines forming G1 would not be
a rectangular partition. Secondly, all the points in R − R1 are
isolated points from the graph G1, each of which can be con-
nected to G1 by adding portion of polygon boundaries between
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it and its closest I-vertex. Thus a new graph G2 is formed. Be-
cause each point in R − R1 is connected to only one vertex in
graph G1, and there is no additional connections between any
two points of R−R1, the newly formed graph G2 has no cycle
as well. Finally, if G2 is a connected graph, it is a tree covering
I ∪ R; otherwise it is a forest which is formed by a set of sub-
trees. Since the partition is anchored partition, the subtrees are
all anchored on polygon boundary. So, any two subtrees can be
connected via polygon boundaries to form a tree G3 covering
I ∪ R. Since edges on polygon boundary have 0-cost and do
not introduce any L-shapes in interior, the final tree is on HGP,
has no L-shape, covers I ∪ R, and has the same cost with the
partition. By definition, it is a PT. �

Theorem III.1 MPT is equivalent to minimum cut length
acyclic partition.

Proof. (=⇒) Given an MPT, it must correspond to an mini-
mum acyclic partition with the same cost. From Lemma III.1,
the MPT with cost tm must correspond to an acyclic partition on
HGP with cost pm and pm = tm. If the partition with cost pm

is not the minimum acyclic partition, there must be an acyclic
partition with pi < pm. From the Lemma III.1, pi must corre-
spond to a partition tree with cost pi = ti. Hence ti < tm. This
contradicts to the fact that the PT with tm is an MPT. Therefore
the corresponding partition is the minimum acyclic partition.

(⇐=) Given an minimum acyclic partition, it must corre-
spond to an MPT with the same cost. From Lemma III.1, the
given minimum acyclic partition with cost pi must correspond
to a PT with cost ti, and pi = ti. If the PT with cost ti is not
the minimum, there must be an MPT with cost tm < ti. From
Lemma III.1, MPT with tm corresponds to an acyclic partition
with cost pm, and pm = tm. Therefore, we have pm < pi.
This contradicts to the fact that the partition with cost pi is the
minimum acyclic partition. Therefore, the PT is an MPT. �

Theorem III.1 indicates that we can solve the MCLRP prob-
lem by solving the MPT problem if the polygon has an MCLRP
being an acyclic partition. In the case when there is no MCLRP
being an acyclic partition, the problem can be solved sub-
optimally either with the MPT suggested acyclic minimal parti-
tion, or by post processing the constructed MPT to form cycles.

Note that the Steiner minimal tree problem is a NP-complete
problem in general case [12]. And the MCLRP is a NP-hard
problem in general case [10]. Therefore the computational
complexity of solving MPT in practice is a big issue. In the
next section, we will give an analysis on how to reduce the size
of search space for solving the MPT problem.

IV. REDUCING THE SOLUTION SEARCH SPACE

For any optimization problem, the computational complexity
and the quality of results of a heuristic algorithm are very much
affected by the properties of the solution search space for the

optimal solution. Two extremely important properties of the
search space are the number of local optima and the “depth”
of local optima [13]. They indicate the scale and the nature
(smoothness or lack of) of the search space. In order to avoid
the search algorithm being stuck at a local optimum one effi-
cient way is to reduce the size of the search space. This will not
only reduce the number and “depth” of the local optima, but it
will also reduce the computational complexity of the algorithms
searching for the optimal solution since it reduces the number
of candidate solutions.

The size of the MPT search space is directly related to the
number of the terminals connected by the tree. From the for-
mulation, this variant Steiner tree uses the set I ∪ R as tree
terminals. By definition, each I-vertex has two corresponding
R-vertices formed by horizontal and vertical cut rays from it.
If there are N I-vertices in the polygon, the problem size will
be 3N for MPT. Reducing the problem size can effectively im-
prove the efficiencies of MPT solvers.

The size of the search space is also related to the number of
candidate solutions. By analyzing the MPT properties we can
reduce the search space by removing the redundant candidate
PTs from the search space. As long as the optimal solution
is still in the reduced subset of the search space, this effort of
reducing the search space will not affect the quality of results
but will only improve the computational efficiency.

Below are two of the very useful and special properties asso-
ciated with the formulated MPT. These properties can help us
reduce the size of the MPT problem and the size of candidate
solution set. Due to page limit, we omit the proofs that the re-
duced solution search space according to these two properties
still contain the optimal solution MPT.

1. For any two partition trees, if the trees have the same cut-
state portions in spite of different boundary-overlapping
portions, we only need to keep one of them in the search
space.

2. In an MPT, if there is a cut-state edge e having one end-
point as an R-vertex, the cut line that contains e must have
the other endpoint to be that R-vertex’s parent I-vertex.

The first property indicates that the solution search space for
MPT can be reduced by keeping only one of the several PTs as
candidate if these several PTs have same portions of tree edges
in the polygon interior. The second property implies that the
problem size of MPT can be reduced by not considering the
full connections between all the terminals in the set I∪R during
tree construction. Each R-vertex can only be directly connected
to its parent I-vertex rather than to all the other I-vertices and
R-vertices. Therefore the problem size will be far less than 3N .

In addition to the above two properties, the search space can
be reduced further by using the properties in Theorem II.1.
Since MPT is equivalent to an acyclic type of MCLRP it must
have the same properties as stated in Theorem II.1. Therefore
any PT that has two cut-lines on one inflection vertex (except
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when it has two chords) is not an MPT, and thus can be removed
from the candidate PT set for MPT.

V. A GENERIC MPT SOLVER AND A LINEAR-TIME

HEURISTIC FOR MPT

The generic MPT algorithm contains two core parts. The first
part is the sub-tree fetcher and the second part is the tree cost
evaluator. The sub-tree fetcher is used to get a sub Steiner tree
rooted by a given tree node. The evaluator uses the cost func-
tion which considers all the constrains illustrated in the generic
optimization formulation of MPT in Section IV to give the cost
of the current sub-tree. The sub-tree fetcher determines the way
the MPT algorithm constructs the final tree, and it can be used
to construct the tree edge by edge, or sub-tree by sub-tree. Thus
many rectilinear Steiner minimal tree construction algorithms
can be applied here as long as the algorithm’s cost evaluator is
adapted to the sub-tree fetcher.

In this paper we adopt an L-path based suboptimal rectilinear
Steiner tree construction algorithm [2] as a example to demon-
strate the generic MPT algorithm flow. The formulation of the
edge cost is modified according to the constraints in the generic
optimization formulation of the MPT where the partition qual-
ity constraints required by MDP should be also added. The ef-
forts listed in Section IV for reducing the scale of the problem
and the search space are utilized in our heuristics to improve the
efficiency of the algorithm.

In [2], it is proved that the computational complexity of the
rectilinear Steiner tree construction is O(n) on a separable min-
imal spanning tree with n nodes. We use an O(n log n) nearest
neighbor algorithm [14] to build a separable minimal spanning
tree to determine the connectivity between the I-vertices. Then
we construct the MPT on this separable minimal spanning tree
after adding R points to their parent I-vertices in spanning tree.
We also prove that the computational complexity of MPT con-
struction from the separable minimal spanning tree is O((3N))
where N is number of I-vertices. Due to length restriction, the
proof is omitted here.

The following flow summarizes the proposed algorithm.

1. Read in the polygon, collect inflection vertices, store poly-
gon edges, and generate the R vertices. One inflection ver-
tex corresponds to only two R vertices.

2. Use all the I-vertices vertices as terminals. Build separable
minimal spanning tree.

3. Connect all the R-vertices to the tree with their respective
parent I-vertices only.

4. Starting from a leaf vertex of the separable minimal span-
ning tree do the following recursively:

• For each vertex, enumerate all possible polygon-
interior rectilinear path combinations of this vertex
and all its children vertices.

• Choose the combination with smallest total cost.

• The cost is determined by the definition III.1, and all
the partition quality constraints should be addressed
as well.

• The constraints in Section IV are enforced to elimi-
nate some unnecessary combinations and to speed up
the execution of the algorithm.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We ran the L-path based heuristic on a Redhat Linux server
with two 2.8GHZ AMD Opteron CPUs and 8GB memory. We
tested our algorithm on many hand-crafted as well as on indus-
try examples. Many of them were large and complex. We also
used other MDP tools which use traditional polygon fracturing
methods on these same examples. The comparison shows that
our proposed new algorithm has similar run time but has better
quality of results than the that of other tools used in the form
of fewer slivers, better fracturing uniformity, and smaller as-
pect ratio of the final figures, etc. Due to confidentiality issues,
we cannot show the results obtained from the standard industry
tools used. In this section we will only show the results of our
own algorithm. We demonstrate 5 representative benchmarks
for the examples that we have tested. Examples p3 and p5 are
created manually; the other 3 examples are from real industry
circuits.

The benchmark characteristics are shown in Table I, includ-
ing the number of polygons, the number of holes, the number
of original polygon vertices, and the number of polygon inflec-
tion vertices. Of those, the number of inflection vertices is an
indicator of the problem size. The threshold for sliver size is
also listed in Table I. We define the sliver threshold (unit is nm)
as the minimum allowable size of a printable feature specified
by the mask shop. If the smallest dimension of any partitioning
figure is smaller than this value, it is considered to be a sliver.

TABLE I
THE BENCHMARK CHARACTERISTICS.

Bench #poly #hole #vertex #I-vertex sliver
threshold

p3 1 1 18 9 1
p5 1 0 26 11 1

ex02 1 1470 18260 12068 100
ex05 7 0 792 382 100
ex12 471 0 19524 9070 100

Using the listed sliver thresholds, Table II lists the quality of
results generated by our MPT algorithm. The 2nd column is the
number of partitioned rectangles, which is also referred to as the
final figure count. The 3rd column is the total number of slivers.
Among the slivers, there are two types: embedded slivers and
edge slivers. The embedded slivers are the slivers that are in
between two big figures. The edge slivers are the ones on the
side of polygon. The embedded slivers can be handled by the
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mask writing tools. They will not cause quality issues. The real
problematic ones are the edge slivers. In column 4 of Table II,
we listed the number of edge slivers as a criteria to indicate the
partitioning quality.

TABLE II
THE PARTITION RESULTS.

Bench #rectangle #sliver #edge sliver # CPU(s)
p3 6 2 0 0
p5 12 2 2 0

ex02 7568 35 35 3
ex05 343 83 6 0.2
ex12 8792 19 1 0.5

Figure 1 shows the full layout of the partition results on the
two hand-crafted examples. The solid lines are the original
polygon edges. The dashed lines are the partition cut lines.
Example “p3” (Figure (a))demonstrates how the polygon with
holes are handled during partition. Example “p5” (Figure (b))
demonstrates partition of a more complex example and consid-
eration of sliver constraints. Note that there often exist some
unavoidable slivers in practical benchmarks. The preferences
among all unavoidable slivers is as follows. An embedded sliver
is better than an edge sliver; an edge sliver with a shorter total
exposed boundary length is better. These preferences are incor-
porated in our algorithm.

The edge slivers in ex02 are all unavoidable, which is related
to the benchmark itself. For other two realistic benchmarks
ex05 and ex12, the edge sliver number is very small. Due to
confidentiality reason, we do not show the snapshots of the par-
tition results from these 3 industry examples (ex02, ex05, and
ex12). Their result statistics can be found in Table II.

Fig. 1. Partition results on two simple benchmarks. Figure (a) is for “p3” and
(b) is for “p5”.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an efficient Steiner tree based approach
for rectangular polygon partitioning. We solve the traditional
polygon partitioning problem as a variant Steiner minimal
tree: minimal partition tree (MPT). The equivalence between

the MPT and the minimum cut length rectangular partition is
proved. The properties of MPT are analyzed and utilized to re-
duce the size of the corresponding search space. Based on the-
oretical and practical analysis a generic algorithm and a linear
time heuristic algorithm are proposed to construct the MPT. The
experimental results clearly demonstrate the very high quality
of the partitioned results. In future work we plan to extend this
algorithm to handle non-rectilinear polygons as well.
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